Academic Audit Application Updates

New Features

- Data analytics
  - Course
  - Student
  - Audit
- Audit analytics
- Quick filters
- Course Metadata
- Ability to sort advisees by GPA and primary major
- Currently registered courses can be considered as taken throughout the app
- Create template directly from the program page
- Students can modify programs directly from the profile page. Previously, this functionality was only available on the planner view
- If requirements were removed from an audit and then added back, any exceptions created on those requirements now persist

Fixed Issues

- Only use default units for a degree when total units are not explicitly defined by the program audit.
- Audit criteria was not correctly applied after an older audit (entry year) is published and the current one's criteria changed.
- Previous student's information would show up while loading on new student's profile.
- Bug fix for changing the visibility of a note.
- Bug fix for copying audit versions from a different program
- Bug fix for displaying newly developed double counting constraint
- Bug fix where note content was not being unescaped (quotes were showing up as ‘
- Some students were showing up when searching for advisors
- Language consistencies between full audit and an unmatched view
- Audit: Child requirement placeholder only shown to count for parent
- Draft audits would not compute double count constraint
  - Searching advisees by remaining requirement when the searched category is `fulfill all` requirement

Visit [www.stellic.com](http://www.stellic.com) for more information about the Stellic planning and advising platform.